Patent on the Ice-World portable fold-out ice rink

The ‘fold-out aluminium ice rink’ is a product of Ice-World. This product is protected throughout the world by intellectual property law. Patent numbers: NL 1025778, 1022998, BE 1014986A4, EU 1462755, and US 7,089,753. Manufacturing, using, marketing, reselling, leasing, supplying or otherwise trading this product, or offering, importing or holding it in stock for any person or party of any sort, without the explicit permission of Ice-World, is a criminal offence for which a prison term of 4 years may be imposed as punishment. In case of a violation of its rights, Ice-World will immediately file a complaint with the police and additionally take legal action against all parties concerned. Worldwide “Patent pending” numbers: 1034331; 2001077; PCT/NL2008/050579.

The text of the patent is given below:

Cooling member for a mobile ice rink and method for using such a cooling member

The invention relates to a cooling member for a mobile ice rink provided with:

- a feed manifold extending in a transverse direction and a discharge manifold, and
- a number of longitudinal pipes which extend transversely to the manifolds and can be connected at a first end to a manifold, two longitudinal pipes in each case being in fluid communication with one another at a second end via a connector, so that a fluid path is formed from the feed manifold to the discharge manifold via the two connected longitudinal pipes.

The invention also relates to a system of longitudinal pipes for use in a cooling member, to an assembly of a feed manifold and a discharge manifold and to a method for assembling and for disassembling a mobile ice rink. Such a pipe system for making a modular and mobile ice rink is known per se from FR 2 677 262, where parallel pipes are connected at one end via a U-shaped transverse pipe and are connected via flexible pipe sections to the feed manifold and discharge manifold. The known ice rink has the disadvantage that for installation and dismantling the components making up the ice rink always have to be separately assembled and disassembled, respectively. This makes the construction and dismantling of a system provided with such a known heat exchanger relatively laborious and therefore relatively time-consuming and expensive. Furthermore, leakage can occur when assembling the numerous separate components, which can severely delay completion of the rink. The known ice rink cannot be constructed with different surface areas in a relatively simple manner and furthermore has the disadvantage that the feed and discharge manifolds are installed in a relatively complex manner in a screened-off area located behind a barrier around the ice rink. One aim of the present invention is to provide a cooling member for a mobile ice rink, which can be installed rapidly and such that it is reliable in operation. A further aim of the invention is to provide a cooling member for a mobile ice rink with which it is possible to proceed rapidly to the ice-forming stage. A further aim is to provide a cooling member with which a mobile ice rink can be made with a large number of different surface areas. A further aim is to provide a mobile ice rink where the coolant can be substantially or completely recovered. To this end a cooling member according to the invention is characterised in that the cooling member comprises at least two elements, each with a feed manifold and discharge manifold and a number of longitudinal pipes connected thereeto, wherein each longitudinal pipe comprises at least two rigid
pipe sections that are connected to one another via a joint member such that they are fluid-tight, and wherein by moving the joint members a first series of parallel pipe sections can be placed in a transport position with respect to a second series of parallel pipe sections connected thereto, in which transport position the two series of pipe sections are at an angle with respect to one another or are positioned on top of one another, and can be placed in an operational position in which the two series of pipe sections extend in the extension of one another,

- wherein the first and the second element can be placed in the operational position alongside one another such that the feed and discharge manifolds of the elements extend in the extension of one another in the transverse direction, wherein the feed and discharge manifolds of the two elements are provided with a coupling member to make a fluid-tight connection between the respective feed and discharge manifolds of the first and the second element.

The cooling elements according to the invention can be delivered in the transport position, such as folded on top of one another. Before being transported, the pipe sections and the joint members, which, for example, can be constructed as flexible pipe sections, are pressure tested for fluid tightness at a test location. At the location of the ice rink the longitudinal pipes can be folded open and placed flat on the ground. The manifolds can be coupled to one another in the transverse direction and connected to a source of coolant. Because the longitudinal pipes have been connected to one another such that they are fluid-tight prior to assembly and retain their fluid tightness in the transport position, assembly of the ice rink can take place very rapidly. A desired length of the ice rink can be obtained by using a greater or smaller number of longitudinal pipe sections and joint members, whilst the desired width of the ice rink can be obtained by coupling the desired number of manifolds to one another. It is pointed out that a foldable solar collector where a channel plate extends between two end manifolds is disclosed in GB-A 2 051 340. The channel plate is partially surrounded by a rigid frame and is able to bend at the positions where the channel plate protrudes beyond the frame. The feed and discharge manifolds of the heat exchanger are not equipped to circulate a coolant for cooling an environment. Furthermore, the known solar collector cannot easily be expanded in the longitudinal or transverse direction in order to cover a desired surface area. A system of heating pipes that can be connected to one another such that they can hinge in order to facilitate easy transport is disclosed is US 6 344 439. However, the hinge joint of the pipes is no longer fluid-tight in the transport position, whilst there is no provision for a flexible expansion of the surface area that is covered by the pipes by coupling additional pipes to one another in the longitudinal direction or in the transverse direction. In one embodiment according to the invention, the connector is made up of a rigid connecting pipe that extends in the transverse direction, the two ends of the longitudinal pipes being connected to the rigid connecting pipe via a flexible pipe section. A single connecting pipe to which the longitudinal pipes are connected forms the return path for neighbouring longitudinal pipes and forms a single, relatively simple component by means of which fluid-tight connection of the longitudinal pipes is guaranteed. In another embodiment the joint member is of at least partially elastic, or at any rate flexible, construction. By making the joint member flexible it is relatively easy to transform the extended configuration of the assembly into the compact configuration of the assembly and vice versa. In a particular preferred embodiment, the joint member is made of rubber, in particular ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM). EPDM is a synthetic rubber that usually is very suitable for use as a joint member since EPDM is relatively strong, durable and permanently elastic. Moreover, EPDM can be manipulated at relatively low temperatures (down to about -40 °C). In addition, EPDM has a relatively high chemical resistance and a relatively high elongation at break of approximately 400 %. Preferably, the longitudinal pipes are
connected to the joint member some distance apart. Positioning the pipes some distance apart and connecting to the joint member in this way usually makes it easier for the assembly to swing, since there will be no friction between the successive longitudinal pipes during swinging of the assembly. In a particular preferred embodiment, an external diameter of each pipe is smaller than half of the spacing between the pipes. By allowing the spacing between the pipes to be at least twice the external diameter, the extent to which the assembly can be swung will be made even more flexible. Moreover, in this way it will be possible in a relatively simple manner to fold up the assembly completely into the relatively compact transport position. Preferably, the joint member is provided with at least one mechanical joint. The mechanical joint can be of very diverse types. Preferably, the joint member is also provided with locking means for locking the joint in the use position and/or in the transport position. The joint member is also preferably provided with a valve closure or other similar closure so that when the pipes are swung with respect to one another the first medium is retained in the pipes concerned. In this way loss of the first medium contained in the pipes can be prevented or at least counteracted. In a preferred embodiment the assembly is provided with a number n of pipes and a number (n-1) of joint members for connecting the n pipes to one another, where n is greater than two. The assembly is thus not restricted to two pipes but can be provided with several pipes, as a result of which the assembly can acquire a relatively long length. In one embodiment the longitudinal pipes are held a distance apart by at least one spacer. In this way an ordered unit of longitudinal pipes is obtained with which the surface area/volume ratio has at least essentially already been determined in advance. In one embodiment, the spacer and the joint member are joined to one another and in particular are integrated with one another. Preferably, the pipes are made of metal, in particular aluminium. Metal, in particular aluminium, has the property of conducting heat particularly well. Thus, by using pipes made of aluminium in combination with joint members that have the same thermal conductivity, such as aluminium joint members, uniform heat exchange can take place between the first medium and the second medium without weak spots being produced in the ice at the location of the joint members. Moreover, pipes made of metal are relatively durable, strong and inexpensive. In addition to the abovementioned advantages, aluminium also has the advantage that this material has a relatively low density, as a result of which the relatively lightweight assembly can be transformed relatively easily from the use position into the transport position and vice versa. In addition to a mobile cooling member, a system for creating an ice rink furthermore comprises a cooling unit connected thereto for cooling the coolant. The cooling unit can be of very diverse types, but preferably must make efficient use of space, be relatively quiet and have a low energy consumption. In a preferred embodiment the coolant is glycol. Glycol is usually very suitable as a coolant and is cooled by the cooling unit to a temperature of between approximately -8 °C to approximately -25 °C before the (liquid) glycol is fed through the assembly. A method for making an ice rink according to the invention comprises the following steps:

- delivering a cooling member, the longitudinal pipes having been placed in a transport position,
- placing the cooling member in the operational position on a fluid-tight substrate,
- making a raised edge around the cooling member to form a basin,
- connecting the cooling member to a source of coolant,
- filling the basin with water, so that the cooling member is submerged in water, and
- freezing the water by cooling via the submerged cooling member.
Because assembly of the ice rink according to the invention can take place easily by unfolding the longitudinal transport pipes, the system of longitudinal pipes can be placed on a sheet without the risk of the sheet being damaged by fitters, for example. Consequently, an ice rink can be made in an effective manner by placing the cooling member on a sheet, after which a watertight basin can be formed around the pipes with the sheet by raising the peripheral edges of the sheet. The basin can then be filled with water and cooling can be started in order to freeze the water to give ice. This has the advantage that there is no need to wait until sunset, as is customary when making ice rinks that are made by spraying water onto the cooling element. Furthermore, the freezing layer of water above the cooling element at 0 °C forms a good buffer between the surroundings and cold pipes, the temperature of which is, for example, -10 °C, and the temperature of the outside air is, for example, +5 °C, so that all cold is used for ice formation and is not lost to the surroundings. A barrier can be created in a rapid and operationally reliable manner by freezing vertical uprights into the ice in the basin. The construction of the feed and discharge manifolds and the connections to the longitudinal pipes is such that the manifolds can also be placed in the basin and can be frozen completely into the ice, so that the manifolds and connections are well protected and the users of the ice rink can walk easily over them via the ice. After thawing the system, the jointed segments of the ice rink according to the invention make it possible for these to be lifted successively during disassembly from the horizontal flat position in the direction of the manifolds, so as to discharge all coolant liquid from the cooling member via the manifold. As a result coolant is prevented from passing into the environment and causing pollution and the cooling liquid can be re-used. The invention will be explained with reference to non-limiting illustrative embodiments shown in the following figures:

Fig. 1 shows a side view of part of a longitudinal pipe according to the invention in an extended use position.

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the longitudinal pipe according to Fig. 1 in a compact transport position.
Fig. 3 shows a side view of the longitudinal pipe according to Fig. 1 in another compact transport position.

Fig. 4 shows a side view of part of a joint member according to the invention,

Fig. 5 shows a side view of part of another joint member according to the invention,

Fig. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of a joint member according to the invention in the form of a universal joint.
Fig. 7 shows a perspective view of a system for creating an ice rink in accordance with the invention;

Fig. 8 shows a plan view of a cooling member according to the invention;

Fig. 9 shows a perspective view of a feed manifold and a discharge manifold that have been constructed as an integrated unit.
Fig. 10 shows a longitudinal section of two manifolds joined to one another.

Fig. 11 shows a side view of a coupling member for connecting the manifolds according to Fig. 9.

Fig. 12 shows a cross-section through a basin with a cooling member according to the invention.

Fig. 13 shows a side view of the position of the manifolds below the ice level in the basin according to Fig. 11, and
Figs 14a and 14b show two successive steps in disassembling the mobile ice rink according to the invention before recovery of the coolant.

**Explanation of the figures:**
Fig. 1 shows a side view of part of longitudinal pipe 1 according to the invention in an extended use position. The part shown comprises several assemblies 2 of pipe sections 3 for a coolant that are connected together parallel to one another in the extension of one another by means of separate flexible hoses 4. Now only a single assembly 2 is shown. The assemblies 2 are coupled to one another by means of a manifold or collector 5 at one end and several transverse connectors 6 at the other end. The assemblies 2 are held a constant distance apart by means of several spacers 7 fitted around the assemblies 2. The longitudinal pipe 1, or at least part thereof, is now shown in a position ready for use, in which the coolant can be fed through the assemblies 2 and with which the surface area/volume ratio of the assemblies 2 is maximised.

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the longitudinal pipe 1 according to Fig. 1 in a compact transport position. After the longitudinal pipe 1 has been used it no longer has to be (completely) disassembled, in contrast to the heat exchangers known from the state of the art. The flexible hoses 4 connecting pipes 3 now act as an element that allows swinging, as a result of which disassembly of the pipes 3 is no longer necessary because the extended position according to Fig. 1 can be transformed into a relatively compact transport position. The pipes 3 of the assemblies 2 are folded up in a zig-zag manner, as a result of which a compact construction is produced that is ready for storage and/or transport. With this arrangement the assemblies 2 can remain connected to one another by the collector 5 and the transverse connectors 6.

Fig. 3 shows a side view of part of a longitudinal pipe 1 according to Fig. 1 in another compact transport position. In contrast to the position shown in Fig. 2, the assemblies 2 have now been uncoupled from one another by removing the collector 5, the transverse connectors 6 and the spacers 7. Each assembly 2 is now wound up around a rotary beam 7', which beam 7' is supported by a supporting structure 8. As shown in the present illustrative embodiment, if each assembly 2 were to comprise several pipes 3 it would be conceivable to fit the assembly 2 in a helical manner around the rotary beam 7'. The length of each pipe 3 can now essentially correspond to the length of each of the sides 9 making up the beam 7', so that the flexible hoses 4 enclose three of the ribs 10 making up the beam 7'.

Fig. 4 shows a side view of part of an assembly 11 according to the invention. The assembly 11 comprises two...
pipes 12 for a cooling fluid, in particular a liquid. The pipes 12 are positioned some distance apart but are connected to one another by a flexible hose 13. The hose 13 is preferably made of rubber, in particular of EPDM. The advantages of this synthetic rubber have already been described in detail above. An interior side of the hose 13 is stretched onto an external side of each of the pipes 12 so that it grips. In order to improve the fixing of the hose 13 to the pipes, (conventional) hose clips 14 can be fitted at either end of the hose 13. An adhesive can optionally additionally be applied between the hose 13 and the pipes 12. It should be clear that the pipes 12 can swing with respect to one another, as a result of which the assembly can be positioned in an extended position ready for use and a folded-up transport position.

Fig. 5 shows a side view of part of another assembly 15 according to the invention. The assembly 15 now comprises two pipes 16 that are fixed to one another by means of a mechanical joint 17. The joint 17 comprises two joint parts 18 that can swing with respect to one another and locking means 19, joined to the joint parts 18, for locking the hinge 17 in an operational use position. The pipes 16 are connected to the hinge 17 by means of a screw joint 20 (shown in broken lines). The joint 17 can be provided with a valve mechanism, which is not shown, to prevent a fluid present in the pipes 16 leaking out. In addition, each joint part 18 can be provided with a seal surrounding the pipes 16 in order to counteract fluid leaks. It should be clear that the pipes 16 can swing with respect to one another and thus can be configured in a use position as shown or in a compact, folded-up transport position.

Fig. 6 shows, finally, a joint member according to the invention in the form of a universal joint by means of which pipe sections 130 and 131 are connected to each manifold 43, 45. The pipes 12 for a cooling fluid, in particular a liquid. The pipes 12 are positioned some distance apart but are connected to one another by a flexible hose 13. The hose 13 is preferably made of rubber, in particular of EPDM. The advantages of this synthetic rubber have already been described in detail above. An interior side of the hose 13 is stretched onto an external side of each of the pipes 12 so that it grips. In order to improve the fixing of the hose 13 to the pipes, (conventional) hose clips 14 can be fitted at either end of the hose 13. An adhesive can optionally additionally be applied between the hose 13 and the pipes 12. It should be clear that the pipes 12 can swing with respect to one another, as a result of which the assembly can be positioned in an extended position ready for use and a folded-up transport position.

Fig. 7 shows a perspective view of a system 21 for creating an ice rink in accordance with the invention. The system comprises a housing 22 for several assemblies 23 of pipes 24 and coupling elements 25 allowing swinging coupled to one another. Water is contained in the housing 22 (not shown). The assemblies 23 are kept at a distance apart by a spacer 26. The construction and mode of operation of the assemblies 23 has already been discussed in more detail above. The pipes 24 preferably have a length of approximately 5 metres and an external diameter of approximately 19 millimetres. The distance between the pipes 24 is approximately 5 centimetres. At one end the assemblies 23 are coupled to one another by several transverse connectors 27 and at the other end are connected to two collectors 28. Glycol, which has been cooled to approximately -12 °C by a cooling unit 30, can be fed through the assemblies 23 with the aid of a pump 29 connected to one collector 28, as a result of which water contained in the housing 22 and surrounding the assemblies 23 will freeze with the formation of the ice rink. Preferably, the pipes 24 are positioned (some) distance away from the housing 22, so that the water can completely surround the pipes 24 on all sides. The housing 22 has a medium-tight substructure 30 for containing the water and a raised border 31, screening the ice rink, joined to substructure 30. After use of the ice rink, the assemblies 23 can be transformed easily and rapidly into a relatively compact transport position, after which the folded-up unit of assemblies 23 can then be transported. As a result of the use of the system 21 according to the invention, labour-intensive and time-consuming disassembly of separate components of the system is therefore no longer necessary.

Fig. 8 shows a cooling member 40 according to the invention with two elements 41, 42. Each element 41, 42 is made up of a feed manifold, or header, 43, 45 and a discharge manifold 44, 46. The pipes 43, 45 and 44, 46 are connected to one another via a fluid-tight coupling member 47, 48. A number of longitudinal pipes 50, 51 are connected to each manifold 43, 45. The feed pipes 50 are connected at the first end 53 thereof to the feed manifolds 43, 45 via connectors 55, such as a flexible tubular material. The return lines 51 are connected at their second end 60, 61, the longitudinal pipes 50, 51 are connected to a connecting pipe 63, via flexible tubular parts 65, 66. The connecting pipe 63, 63’ is a single, rigid, hollow pipe and is provided with a vent tap 67, 67’. Each longitudinal pipe 50, 51 is made up of a number of rigid and mutually parallel series of pipe sections 68, 69, 68’, 69’, 68”, 69”, 68”’, 69”’ that are connected to one another in a fluid-tight manner via a joint member 70. The joint member 70 retains its fluid-tight connection between the pipe sections 68, 69 even when these have been placed in the transport position according to Figure 2 or Figure 3 and can comprise a flexible tube, a mechanical joint, a universal joint or similar elements. Cooling liquid is fed from a reservoir 71 to a cooling element 72 and from there is fed to the feed manifolds 43, 45. The liquid passes through the feed pipes 50 from the manifolds 43, 45 to the connecting pipe 63 and there, as a consequence of the prevailing partial vacuum, will move along the return path shown by a broken line, via the neighbouring return pipes, 51, to the discharge manifolds 44, 46. With this arrangement the average temperature of the longitudinal feed pipes 50 and the return pipes 51 is virtually identical at every point. The decrease in temperature over the length of the longitudinal feed pipe 50 is compensated for by the reduction in temperature over the length of the neighbouring return pipes 51. With this arrangement an inlet temperature in the feed manifold 43, 45 can be, for example, -10 °C, the temperature at the location of the connecting pipe 63 can be -8 °C and the temperature in the discharge manifolds 44, 46 can be -6 °C, so that the average temperature of the longitudinal pipes 50, 51 at the manifolds is (-10 + -6) / 2 = -8 °C. The temperature at the connecting pipe 63, 63’ is (-8 + -8) / 2 = -8 °C. The desired width of the ice rink can be
obtained by varying the number of elements 41, 42, whilst the desired length is obtained by varying the number of pipe sections 68, 69 used. It is also possible to double the length of the ice rink by placing two cooling members 40 with their connecting pipes 63 next to one another, in the extension of one another. Fig. 9 shows an assembly of a feed manifold 45 and a discharge manifold 46, which have been combined to give a portable, integrated unit 80. The manifolds 45, 46 have been fed through end plates 81, 82, which end plates are provided with hand grips 83, 84, by means of which the unit 80 can be lifted. The connectors 55, 56 are formed by tubular sections that protrude at a downward angle from the periphery of the pipes 45, 46 and that are connected to a flexible tube 86, 87, which, in turn, is connected to the rigid longitudinal pipes 50, 51. The end sections of the pipes 45, 46 are provided with a peripheral groove 88, 89 on which a coupling member 47, 48 can engage, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. As is shown in Fig. 10, two manifolds 43, 45 are connected to one another by placing these in a compression coupling 47, the top and bottom half 91, 92 being pressed against one another by operation of the clamp 90 running around the periphery. The compression coupling 47 can be provided on its internal surface with metal edges that drop into the peripheral grooves 89, 89′ of the pipes 43, 45 to form a rigid mechanical joint. A fluid-tight seal against the outer periphery of the pipes 43, 45 is achieved with the aid of rubber seals 98, 99. The semicircular top and bottom of the compression coupling 47 which are joined to one another at a hinge point 93 and which can be hinged away from one another along a non-joined side 94, can be seen in side view in Fig. 11. The clamp 90 is joined by a lug 95 to the bottom part 92 such that it can pivot and, by placing in the position shown, pushes the top and bottom parts 91, 92 of the compression coupling 47 against one another. Fig. 12 shows a view in the longitudinal direction of a basin 100 that has been formed from a sheet 102 that has been fed over raised side edges 103. A cooling member according to the invention with manifolds 104 coupled to one another has been placed in the basin 100. The manifolds 104 are supported some distance above the base of the basin via the end plates 105, 106. The connectors 108 are located below the top 109 of the manifolds 104, so that the manifolds 104, the connectors 108 and the longitudinal pipes 109 are located below the ice level 110. This can also be seen from the side view in the direction of the manifolds according to Fig. 13. Vertical uprights 111, 112, each of which is provided with a foot 113, 114, have been frozen into the ice. In Fig. 14a it is indicated how the cooling liquid can be recovered from the cooling member when disassembling the ice rink according to the invention. For this purpose the vent tap 120 in the connecting pipe 121 is opened. The set of parallel pipe sections 122 bordering the connecting pipe 121 is then lifted up by operating joint member 126 and the liquid that flows towards the manifolds 119, 123 is fed via a membrane pump (that is relatively unaffected by air inclusion) to a collection basin 125. A prop 129 is then placed underneath the joint member 126, as shown in Fig. 14b, so that pipe sections 130 are emptied without cooling liquid flowing back into the pipe section 122. This operation is then repeated by placing the prop 129 underneath the joint locations 127, 128 until all cooling liquid has been collected in basin 125. The manifolds can then be uncoupled from one another and the manifolds 119, 123 and the pipe sections 125, 130 connected thereto can be placed in the transport position according to Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 and removed.

Claims

1. Cooling member (21, 40) for a mobile ice rink provided with:
- a feed manifold (43, 45) extending in a transverse direction and a discharge manifold (44, 46), and
- a number of longitudinal pipes (50, 51) which extend transversely to the manifolds and can be connected at a first end (53, 54) to a manifold (43, 44, 45, 46), two longitudinal pipes (50, 51) in each case being in fluid communication with one another at a second end (60, 61) via a connector (27, 63), so that a fluid path is formed from the feed manifold (43, 45) to the discharge manifold (44, 46) via the two connected longitudinal pipes (50, 51), characterised in that the cooling member comprises at least two elements (41, 42), each with a feed manifold (43, 45) and discharge manifold (44, 46) and a number of longitudinal pipes (50, 51) connected thereto, wherein each longitudinal pipe comprises at least two rigid pipe sections (3, 12, 16, 24, 68, 69) that are connected to one another via a joint member (4, 13, 17, 25, 70, 132, 133) such that they are fluid-tight, and wherein by moving the joint members (4, 13, 17, 25, 70, 132, 133) a first series of parallel pipe sections (68, 68′, 68″) can be placed in a transport position with respect to a second series of parallel pipe sections (69, 69′, 69″) connected thereto, in which transport position the two series of pipe sections (68, 68′, 68″; 69, 69′, 69″) are at an angle with respect to one another or are positioned on top of one another, and can be placed in an operational position in which the two series of pipe sections (68, 68′, 68″; 69, 69′, 69″) extend in the extension of one another,
- wherein the first and the second element (41, 42) can be placed in the operational position alongside one another such that the feed and discharge manifolds (43, 44, 45, 46) of the elements extend in the extension of one another in the transverse direction, wherein the feed and discharge manifolds of the two elements are provided with a coupling member (47, 48) to make a fluid-tight connection between the respective feed and discharge manifolds of the first and the second element.

2. Cooling member (21, 40) according to Claim 1, wherein the connector (63) is made up of a rigid connecting pipe that extends in the transverse direction, the two ends (65, 66) of the longitudinal pipes (50, 51) being
connected to the rigid connecting pipe via a flexible pipe section.

3. Cooling member (21, 40) according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the longitudinal pipes (24, 50, 51) are linked to one another in the transverse direction via a coupling member (7, 26).

4. Cooling member (21, 40) according to Claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the longitudinal pipes (50, 51) are located lower than a top (109) of the feed and discharge manifolds, which manifolds are provided with openings and connectors (55, 56) for connection of the first ends (53, 54) of the longitudinal pipes, which first ends (53, 54) do not protrude above the feed and discharge manifolds.

5. Cooling member (21, 40) according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the joint member (13) comprises a flexible tube.

6. Cooling member (21, 40) according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the joint member (21, 40) is made of a thermally conducting material, preferably metal, more preferentially with a thermal conductivity that corresponds to the thermal conductivity of the longitudinal pipes.

7. System of longitudinal pipes (50, 51) for use in a cooling member (21, 40) according to one of the preceding claims, which longitudinal pipes (50, 51) can be connected at a first end (53, 54) to a manifold (43, 44, 45, 46), wherein in each case two longitudinal pipes (50, 51) are in fluid communication with one another at a second end (60, 61) via a connector (27, 63), wherein each longitudinal pipe comprises at least two rigid pipe sections (3, 12, 16, 24, 68, 69) that are connected to one another via a joint member (4, 13, 17, 25, 70, 132, 133), wherein by moving the joint members a first series of parallel pipe sections (68, 68', 68") can be placed in a transport position with respect to a second series of parallel pipe sections (69, 69', 69"), in which transport position the two series of pipe sections are at an angle to one another or are positioned on top of one another, and can be placed in an operational position in which the two series of pipe sections extend in the extension of one another, wherein the pipe sections are connected to one another in a fluid-tight manner both in the transport position and in the operational position.

8. Assembly (80) of a feed manifold (45) and a discharge manifold (46) for use in a cooling member according to one of Claims 1 to 6, provided with couplings (47, 48, 88, 89) for making a fluid-tight connection between the respective feed and discharge manifolds (43, 44) of a second assembly of feed and discharge manifolds placed in the extension of the assembly.

9. Assembly (80) according to Claim 8, wherein the feed and discharge manifolds (45, 46) are joined to one another via a transverse link (82) to give a portable unit, which manifolds are provided with openings (55, 56) and coupling members (55, 56) for connecting to the first ends (53, 54) of the longitudinal pipes.

10. Method for making an ice rink comprising the following steps:
    - delivering a cooling member (40), the longitudinal pipes (50, 51) having been placed in a transport position,
    - placing the cooling member in the operational position on a fluid-tight substrate (102),
    - making a raised edge (103) around the cooling member to form a basin (100),
    - connecting the cooling member to a source of coolant (71, 72),
    - filling the basin with water, so that the cooling member is submerged in water, and
    - freezing the water by cooling via the submerged cooling member.

11. Method according to Claim 10, wherein the feed and discharge manifolds (43, 44, 45, 46) are placed in the basin (100), at least partially under water.

12. Method according to Claim 10 or 11, wherein vertical uprights (111, 112) with a foot are placed in the water along a peripheral edge of the basin in order to be frozen therein.

13. Method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein, before being placed in the transport position, the longitudinal pipes (50, 51) are connected to a fluid source at a test location to test the fluid tightness of the joint members (4, 13, 17, 25, 70, 132, 133).

14. Method according to one of Claims 10 to 13, wherein two cooling members are placed in the extension of one another in such a way that the connectors are located close to one another and the feed and discharge manifolds of each cooling member are located at opposite ends of the longitudinal transport pipes.

15. Method for the removal of a cooling member (21, 40) for a mobile ice rink, which cooling member is provided
The invention relates to a cooling member for a mobile ice rink. The cooling member is provided with:

- a feed manifold extending in a transverse direction and a discharge manifold, and
- a number of longitudinal pipes which extend transversely to the manifolds and can be connected at a first end to a manifold, two longitudinal pipes in each case being in fluid communication with one another at a second end via a connector, so that a fluid path is formed from the feed manifold to the discharge manifold via the two connected longitudinal pipes, wherein the cooling member comprises at least two elements, each with a feed and discharge manifold and a number of longitudinal pipes connected thereto, wherein each longitudinal pipe comprises at least two rigid pipe sections that are connected to one another via a joint member such that they are fluid-tight, and wherein by moving the joint members a first series of parallel pipe sections can be placed in a transport position with respect to a second series of parallel pipe sections connected thereto, in which transport position the two series of pipe sections are at an angle with respect to one another or are positioned on top of one another, and can be placed in an operational position in which the two series of pipe sections extend in the extension of one another, wherein the first and the second element can be placed alongside one another in the operational position such that the feed and discharge manifolds of the elements extend in the extension of one another in the transverse direction, comprising the following steps:

- opening the vent opening of the connector,
- lifting the first series of longitudinal pipes so that this extends upwards,
- placing a prop underneath the joint member located in the direction of the manifolds, and
- successively lifting the set of longitudinal pipes adjoining the joint member by moving the prop along the respective joint members in the direction of the manifolds until all the coolant has been discharged from the longitudinal pipes via the feed and discharge manifolds.

Abstract

The invention relates to a cooling member for a mobile ice rink. The cooling member is provided with:

- a feed manifold extending in a transverse direction and a discharge manifold, and
- a number of longitudinal pipes which extend transversely to the manifolds and can be connected at a first end to a manifold, two longitudinal pipes in each case being in fluid communication with one another at a second end via a connector, so that a fluid path is formed from the feed manifold to the discharge manifold via the two connected longitudinal pipes, wherein the cooling member comprises at least two elements, each with a feed and discharge manifold and a number of longitudinal pipes connected thereto, wherein each longitudinal pipe comprises at least two rigid pipe sections that are connected to one another via a joint member such that they are fluid-tight, and wherein by moving the joint members a first series of parallel pipe sections can be placed in a transport position with respect to a second series of parallel pipe sections connected thereto, in which transport position the two series of pipe sections are at an angle with respect to one another or are positioned on top of one another, and can be placed in an operational position in which the two series of pipe sections extend in the extension of one another, wherein the first and the second element can be placed alongside one another in the operational position such that the feed and discharge manifolds of the elements extend in the extension of one another in the transverse direction, wherein the feed and discharge manifolds of the two elements are provided with a coupling member to make a fluid-tight connection between the respective feed and discharge manifolds of the first and the second element.